Functional deficiency of DNA repair gene EXO5 results in androgen-induced genomic instability and prostate tumorigenesis.
Germline mutations of DNA double-strand break (DSB) response and repair genes that drive tumorigenesis could be a major cause of prostate cancer (PCa) heritability. In this study, we demonstrated the role of novel exonuclease 5 (EXO5) gene in androgen-induced double strand breaks repair via homology-directed repair pathway and prostate tumorigenesis. Using whole-exome sequencing of samples from 20 PCa families, with three or more siblings diagnosed with metastatic PCa, we identified mutations in 31 genes involved in DSB response and repair. Among them, the L151P mutation in the exonuclease 5 (EXO5) gene was present in all affected siblings in three PCa families. We found two other EXO5 SNPs significantly associated with risk of PCa in cases-controls study from databases of genotype and phenotype (dbGaP), which are in linkage disequilibrium (D' = 1) with Exo5 L151P found in PCa family. The L151 residue is conserved across diverse species and its mutation is deleterious for protein functions, as demonstrated by our bioinformatics analyses. The L151P mutation impairs the DNA repair function of EXO5 due to loss of nuclease activity, as well as failure of nuclear localization. CRISPR elimination of EXO5 in a PCa cell line impaired homology-directed recombination repair (HDR) and caused androgen-induced genomic instability, as indicated by frequent occurrence of the oncogenic fusion transcript TMPRSS2-ERG. Genetic and functional validation of the EXO5 mutations indicated that EXO5 is a risk gene for prostate tumorigenesis, likely due to its functions in HDR.